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Company Health and Safety Rules


Housekeeping

	Waste material and debris must be removed from work and access areas on a regular basis or at least once a day.


	Waste material must not be placed in a way that obstructs a travelled area or will endanger other workers.


	Waste material and debris must not be thrown from one level to another but must be carried down, lowered in containers or deposited in a disposal chute.



Material Storage

	Material must be piled, stacked, or otherwise stored to prevent tipping and collapsing.


	Materials to be lifted by crane or other hoisting device must not be stored under overhead powerlines.



Tool Maintenance

	It is the employer’s responsibility to supply and maintain shop tools and other power equipment in good repair.


	It is the worker's responsibility to use such tools properly and to report any defect to the supervisor.



Personal Conduct

Riding on Equipment

	Under no circumstances is a worker to ride on any piece of equipment unless the worker is properly occupying a place or seat designated for such a purpose. This is especially important around forklifts, aerial devices, hoists, cranes, and earth-moving equipment.





Horseplay

	Employees must not engage in any prank, contest, feat of strength, unnecessary running, or rough and boisterous conduct.



Alcohol and Drugs

	No person under the influence of or carrying intoxicating alcoholic beverages or marijuana is to enter or be permitted to enter the worksite.


	No person under the influence of or carrying an illicit drug is to enter or be permitted to enter the worksite.


	The use of intoxicating beverages or marijuana during working hours, including rest or lunch breaks, is prohibited.


	The use of prescription drugs during working hours, including rest or lunch breaks, is prohibited without written clearance from a physician stating that the drug will not impair the employee’s ability to work safely.



